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POTENTIAL AND HAZARDS OF THE OCEANOGRAPHIC MARKET
FOR THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

Meryl C. Burns
Radiation Incorporated
Melbourne, Florida
Fishing and Aquaculture

Abstract

Transportation (Surf ace-Sub surf ace)

The Oceanography market will pro
vide a potential for diversification by the Aero
space industry. An analysis of this market
and the correlation between oceanographic re
quirements and aerospace resources establish
es the relative potentials and hazards for select
ed market sectors. A minimum risk entry into
the potentially profitable and diverse Oceanog
raphy market is proposed.

Mining and Oil Recovery
Mineral Extraction from Sea Water
Recreation and Environmental Control
Defense Systems
This market is weapons systems orient
ed. Typical hardware and systems of interest
are communications systems, missile systems
(SUBROC - POLARIS), ASW systems, subma
rine control systems (SUBIC), navigation and
guidance systems, tracking and locating systems
and small surface craft (Hydrofoil). Large Na
val surface and subsurface ships are excluded.
The current yearly market potential in this cat
egory is in the multi-billion dollar range.

Introduction
The Aerospace industry is subject to
the changing tides of world politics and DOD
shifts in policies. It is characterized by
relatively low returns on investment. The
basic challenges of conquering "outer" space
have largely been met. New and diverse
profit opportunities and technical challenges
must be found. The existence of almost limit
less technical challenges and profit opportuni
ties in the exploitation of our ocean resources
has been demonstrated. Analysis of the po
tential and hazards inherent in the applica
tion of aerospace resources to oceanography
is a vital requisite for management planning.
The purpose of this document is to analyze
the Oceanography market from an Aerospace
point of view. The results are expressed
in terms of the relative potential and hazards
for each market sector. From these, a
course of action for a minimum risk exploi
tation of the Oceanography market is derived.

Scientific Investigations
This activity is sponsored primarily by
government agencies seeking a better under
standing of the ocean. Sponsorship by the Navy
has the practical goal of using these data to im
prove offensive and defensive weapons systems.
Typical systems or major units of interest in
clude research vessels (Surface-Subsurface),
instrumentation systems, data processor s ,
stable platforms, communication systems, nav
igation - guidance systems and deep submer
gence systems (SEALAB). The current market
under government sponsorship is about 140 mil
lion dollars yearly, with an additional 50-70
million under commercial sponsorship.

The Market
The vast scope of the Oceanography
market covers many activities that are be
yond the limits of our present consideration,
However, each of the classic categories,
as described in the "National Oceanographic
Programs", contains a market for aero
space resources of some interest. For con
venience, these categories, modified for a
suitable market grouping are used. These

Fishing and Aquaculture
This market includes the commercial
fishing industry, associated food processing
and the growing field of fish farming (Aquacul
ture). Typical areas of interest in this mar
ket are special ship structures, fish detection
and location systems, instrumentation, navi
gation and communications systems. The cur
rent market of interest is very small.

Defense Systems
Scientific Investigations
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efforts or from overt acts or threats from un
friendly nations. A stabilized world political
situation at any time within the next decade
seems to be an unrealistic projection. There
fore, a steady and probably accelerating de
mand for both offensive and defensive weapons
systems can be expected. A balance will be
achieved between the demands of the cold war
and the "Great Society" with purely scientific
or prestige programs receiving less emphasis.
The net effect will be an increase in funding for
operational systems or for R&D leading to such
systems. For the foreseeable future, funding
will either remain steady or decrease in the
area of purely scientific investigations for Oceanography. It will increase in those R&D or
operational areas where a superior weapons
system applicable to the cold war or to long
term defense is involved.

This category includes standard and
special passenger and cargo ships. The mar
kets of interest in this category are large
structures, navigation and communication
systems (particularly satellite based), safe
ty systems and stabilization - control sys
tems. The current market in this category
is virtually non-existent.
Mining - Oil Recovery
This category includes offshore oil
drilling and producing, recovery of deep de
posits of nodules and dredging of minerals or
precious stones (diamonds). The markets of
interest include stable surface and subsurface
platforms, special drilling systems, deep sea
mining systems and instrumentation. The cur
rent market is limited to special oil drilling
platforms all of which are now being supplied
by non-aerospace firms.

National Economy

Mineral Extraction from Sea Water
The current activity is limited to salt,
bromine, iodine and magnesium extraction, but
is eventually expected to include energy conver
sion systems such as nuclear reactors in com
bined desalination and power plants. The cur
rent market of interest is limited to instrumen
tation and control systems associated with the
chemical processors. It is very small and
largely pre-empted.
Recreation - Environmental Control
This market includes a variety of recrea
tion products for boating, fishing and swimming.
The control of environment requires purification
systems, dredging systems and eventually weath
er modification systems. The current market of
interest, if we include recreation products, is
relatively short.
The Environment
The market of interest is controlled by
three dominant factors - geopolitics, the econ
omy and technological change. These three fac
tors will have a significant effect on the short
term markets and the long term trends.
Geopolitics
We are currently involved in a limited
or cold war situation which shows signs of be
coming hotter. It is to be expected that short
term effects will result from extended peace
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The economy of the nation has been grow
ing and healthy for many years. The growth of
the Gross National Product has been exceeding
the rosy predictions of analysts for the past sev
eral years. All of the economic indicators point
toward a continuation of this healthy growth for
at least the short term and probably the long
term. Significantly, the power to accelerate or
brake this growth rate appears to be vested in
the President. If we assume the normal factors
are truly indicative and if we further assume
that the situation can and will be controlled by
the administration, the economy of the country
will be adequate to support at least concurrent
wars against conquests (Viet Nam) and against
poverty (Great Society).
Technological Change
The ability to adapt old, and to create
new technology on demand, is a prime asset of
the aerospace industry. Full exploitation of the
creations of this industry may not be achieved
for many years. The aerospace industry is
ready and willing to meet new and significant re
quirements, particularly in the adaptation of man
and machines to hostile environments. Many of
these techniques are directly transferrable,
others can be modified. The pace of creativity
appears adequate to meet the new demands. Of
the utmost significance is the technological trend
within the Oceanography industry itself. Pre
vious emphasis on the purely scientific aspects
of Oceanography is shifting to a more practical
or applications engineering approach. The trend
from Oceanography (scientific pursuits) to Ocean
Engineering (practical applications) can be ex
pected to continue and greatly influence the future

raphy requirements and the aerospace re
sources, as applied to defense systems, has
been closely examined. The results in sum
mary form appear in Figure 1. The Oceanog
raphy requirements have been assigned a
value of from one to ten. Thus, the total num
ber of symbols indicates the relative need for
a given capability. Applicable resources have
been assigned a percentage value based upon
the degree to which the requirements can be
satisfied (black symbols). That portion of the
requirement remaining (white symbols) be
comes the "requirements gap".

development of hardware and systems.
Aerospace Resources
The broad scope of aerospace require
ments has created a vast storehouse of re
sources and capability within the industry.
This ability covers the spectrum from the
most complex of missile systems down to the
fabrication and test of the tiniest microcircuit. A full and detailed listing of these re
sources is beyond the scope of this analysis.
The more important resources are shown in
Table I. These are classified in terms of the
primary capabilities of the industry:

The capability in systems management
is directly applicable. Virtually the entire
scope of engineering disciplines can be utilized
for Oceanographic endeavors. Hydrodynamics
is a new engineering requirement. New scien
tific disciplines related to Oceanography are re
quired. A "gap" exists in this area. The cus
tomers and the marketing approach are familiar
to the aerospace industry. The small gap re
maining is due to the need to adapt to the new
technology and to specific customers. Many of
the facilities utilized for aerospace can be adapted to the new area. A small gap results
from the need for hydrospace environmental test
facilities and special test ranges for ASW or
acoustic ranges.

Management
Engineering Disciplines
Scientific Disciplines
Marketing
Facilities
The striking correlation of these re
sources with specific Oceanography require
ments will become apparent later.
Analysis

The hazards deriving from the small re
quirements gaps are few. A simple adaptation
of engineering disciplines and supplementation
of scientific disciplines is neither costly nor
dangerous. A marketing capability exists and
many of the customers are common to both fields.
There is very little risk in adapting to the new
market. Competition from other aerospace or
hydrospace companies should be no more severe
than that within the aerospace industry. It may
be less .

The potential and hazards inherent in
each of the market sectors are vastly differ
ent. In some areas, there exists a high de
gree of correlation between the marketing,
technology, management and facility re
sources of the aerospace industry and the
Oceanography requirements. In other cases,
the degree of correlation is very low and the
"requirements gap 11 produces many nascent
hazards. The analysis to follow provides
comparative data from which a course of ac
tion may be plotted.

The market potential is large. It is ex
pected to grow. Only a few aerospace companies
are currently competing. The total hazards in
exploiting this new market are small. The po
tential-to-hazard ratio appears to be high. The
only sobering factors are the continuing depen
dence on a defense related market that is diffi
cult to predict, and the limited profitability at
tendant to any government contract.

Defense Systems
The current market is large (multibillion). Pressures for increasing the fund
ing stem from the tactical needs of the cur
rent limited war and the strategic needs re
sulting from the world political situation.
Disarmament in the near future seems un
realistic. A steady increase in DOD fund
ing for these operations is projected for the
five year period ahead. The customers are
They are already being
the DOD agencies.
served by most of the aerospace industry to
some degree.

Scientific Investigations
This market results from a federal sup
port of scientific pursuits plus limited commer
cial R&D expenditures. The total current market
is about ZOO million dollars. Negative pressures
will result from the short term budget squeeze
deriving from administration attempts to satisfy

The correlation between the Oceanog
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the concurrent requirements of limited war
and the Great Society. NASA is most likely to
receive first consideration for what remains.
Positive pressures may result from the need
for basic Oceanographic data in perfecting
new weapons systems for the Navy. Positive
pressure may also result from commercial
breakthroughs in the economic recovery of
the ocean's wealth. Political pressure could
result from a future administration adapting
Oceanography as a "celebrated cause".
(Kennedy adopted Space - Johnson adopted the
Great Society. ) At best, the near term mar
ket may be expected to remain fairly steady.
The longer term is predictably upward but
the time and magnitude are difficult to esti
mate.

sector are somewhat larger than for defense
systems and the hazards are greater. A spe
cific technological capability in Oceanography
must be acquired. The market and customers
must be developed using more subtle techniques.
Risks attendant to the application of the stateof-the-art techniques in a foreign environment
are great.
The market potential is too small to sup
port all of the aerospace industry, but large
enough to be of real interest. It is not likely to
become a growth market in the five years ahead.
Exploiting this market without supplementing
current resources can be very hazardous. The
profitability will probably be poorer than that for
defense systems. The resulting profit-to-risk
ratio in this area is far less than for defense but
still adequate. A long term program for a well
planned entry into Oceanography might well uti
lize this market as a stepping stone to the future.

The spectrum of requirements is less
inclusive than that for defense systems. Al
though some of the aerospace capabilities
are not applicable, the correlation between
the needs and the resources to be applied are,
as shown in Figure 2, still very good. The
aerospace industry has been highly success
ful in the management of scientific systems
such as OSO, OAO and OGO. These talents
can be directly applied to the requirement
for systems management of an Oceanography
program for the conduct of scientific investi
gations. Although the requirements for engi
neering disciplines are not all significant,
nearly all of the aerospace resources can be
applied to some degree. In key areas such
as structural design, environmental control
and biomedicine, the correlation is good.
The gap results almost solely from the need
for a hydrodynamic capability and the need
for engineers to adapt to the new foreign en
vironment. Except for those scientific dis
ciplines applicable only to space, the aero
space resources can be applied. A reason
able scientific gap results from the need to
supplement the scientific disciplines with the
total spectrum required for Oceanographic
investigations. Although the basic customer
is the Federal Government, many of the cus
tomers and their orientation are new to the
aerospace industry. A "softer", highly tech
nical sell will be required. Time will be re
quired to establish confidence in the customer
unless staff additions of oceanographer s of
established reputation are made. Although
many of the facilities of the aerospace indus
try can be adapted, the scientific nature of
these programs dictates the need for con
siderable supplementation with environmental .
test facilities and special test ranges.

Fishing and Aquaculture
The total market for this industry is rela
tively static. There are many obstacles to be
overcome before growth, particularly in the area
of interest, can be achieved. An awareness of
the serious nature of foreign competition must
be established. From this, a strong desire to
meet this competition through the application of
advanced techniques for detecting, handling and
processing of fish must be developed. Beneficial
negotiations for national and international fishing
rights and control must occur. The existing re
luctance to supply fish flour or a protein supple
ment to hungry nations must be overcome. The
technology of aquaculture must be perfected to
achieve economic feasibility. The current mar
ket is of little interest. Unless many of the ob
stacles are overcome, an attractive market will
not develop in the near future.
A limited number of aerospace resources
are adaptable to this market. Simple fish detec
tion and location systems and communications
systems appear to be applicable to more advanced
fishing "systems", when they are developed. This
is also true of special structures, should the/" be
required for sophisticated fishing vessels or food
processors. The market is new and the customer
completely foreign to the aerospace way of doing
business. No special facilities appear to be re
quired. (Figure 3)
There are few opportunities to apply aero
space resources and serious gaps occur :n apply
ing technology to a strange field or in marketing
to a new customer. The hazards in there areas
are high.

The requirements gaps in this market
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facilities are a requirement for all but the navi
gation and communications systems.

The potential, even if the industry over
comes substantial obstacles, is low. The eco
nomic pattern limits profitability. The hazards
are high. The profit-to-risk ratio is clearly
less than one at present and will remain low
under the best of circumstances. This is not
an attractive market sector.

The potential, if the market develops,
is large and contains areas of real interest.
Although price competition may be severe, rea
sonable profits should be possible. Acquiring
shipbuilding facilities can be a costly venture.
The risk of technological failures is slight. In
the present market, the profit-to-risk ratio is
less than one. If the market develops with no
aerospace stimulus, the profit-to-risk ratio
should be attractive. If stimuli are applied to the
market by aerospace promotion, there is a
greater chance for the market to develop but the
risk is far greater and the eventual returns on
total investment somewhat less.

Transportation
Maritime shipping is a "sick" and high
ly subsidized industry plagued by high costs,
severe competition and constant labor prob
lems. Its very existence in a reasonable form
is due to the current and anticipated needs for
logistic support of our overseas operations. A
major economic breakthrough is required be
fore a market of interest can develop. Such a
breakthrough could conceivably result from the
application of advanced and sophisticated tech
nologies to an ancient art. These may be ad
vanced control systems and automatic handling
of special bulk cargoes where the labor content
can be greatly reduced. There may also be an
adaptation of the new submarine technologies
wherein a submersible cargo ship may travel
at high speed with high efficiencies under
water. In the present environment, there is
no real market of interest. A growth market
in the future is a distinct possibility.

Mining - Oil Recovery
This market is a sleeping giant. Untold
wealth lies on the ocean's floors and below. The
difficulty of recovering this wealth is equally in
calculable. These resources are currently being
tapped by conventional means in relatively safe
areas. Oil drilling is confined to coastal areas.
Mining for diamonds, tin and iron is restricted
to shallow depths using conventional dredging
techniques. There are two significant obstacles
to the development of a major market. First,
the nature of the deposits and their formation
must be better understood. Second, an incentive
to engage in these activities must be developed.
This may be created by shortages of critical ma
terials or by achieving economic breakthroughs
in the mining of conventional materials. The for
midable nature of the problems precludes an ex
plosive development of the market. There is no
market of current interest.

If a real market should develop in the
future, there will be a requirement for many
of the aerospace resources (Figure 4). Auto
matically controlled ships or submersible s
will require a systems management capability.
Fast undersea vessels will require a high de
gree of environmental control and related
human engineering and biomedicine. Both
surface and subsurface ships will require ef
ficient communications and navigation sys
tems, probably satellite based. New scien
tific disciplines related to undersea transport
and efficient use of the ocean may be required.
Marketing in this environment requires culti
vation of new and hardheaded customers bent
on. economy. Price will dominate. The cru
cial problem is in the period preceding the
creation of a market. With no other stimulus,
the burden of market development during the
long lean years could cripple an enterprising
aerospace industry.

There appears to be little requirement
for a systems management capability (Figure 5).
Even future development of sophisticated deep
sea mining systems may not require such an ap
proach. Large structure fabrication technology
and environmental control capabilities can be ap
plied. A hydrodynamic capability is a must.
Scientific disciplines must be supplemented with
outstanding competence in Oceanography, Met
allurgy, Geology and Meteorology. The market
ing problem will be difficult. The customers are
foreign to the aerospace industry. The selling
techniques are difficult. The proprietary nature
of the petroleum and mining techniques creates a
difficult problem and many companies retain all
n systems" work in house. There is no correla
tion between the aerospace facility resources and
the requirements. A large structure or shipbuild
ing facility is a requirement.

The hazards are predictable in a po
tentially long and difficult period of market
and technology development for a market that
may ntver develop. There is little hazard in
supplementing technologies or scientific dis
ciplines'as these can be applied to other Oceanogriphy requirements. Shipbuilding
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The requirements gap and attendant
hazards are high. Both Oceanography and Ge
ology capabilities must be developed in depth.
Shipbuilding, or the equal, in facilities must
be acquired. A totally new market must be
developed with foreign customers in a strange
technology.

In the recreational area, there appears
to be a poor correlation between resources and
requirements (Figure 7). Volume production at
low cost is required and these products must be
retailed. Both are virgin territory for the aero
space industry. The fit is considerably better in
the area of environmental control. A few of the
engineering disciplines can be applied and most
of the scientific disciplines are useful. It is a
federal market where the marketing problems
are similar. The problems are likely to be han
dled in a theoretical fashion initially and the fa
cility requirements are few.

The ultimate potential is great. The
immediate potential is virtually zero. Profits
could be substantial but the risks and hazards
are great. Risk capital is required to develop
technology and to acquire facilities. With an
immediate profit-to-risk ratio of less than one,
and with a tenuous future market development
beyond our control, the situation demands a
wait and see attitude.

In the recreational area, the gaps and
resulting risks are prohibitively large. Supple
mentation of scientific discipline with ocean
science is required to enter the environmental
control field. The marketing risk here is small.

Mineral Extraction from Sea Water
This is a stable market for which little
pressure for growth is foreseen. Incentives
maybe generated by critical shortages of stra
tegic metals caused by the world political situa
tion.

The profit-to-risk ratio for recreation is
too small to consider. The profitability of the
environmental control market is questionable
due to the study nature of the problem. This
area is attractive only if it can be combined with
another market.

There is little correlation between the
requirements and the aerospace resources
(Figure 6). It is a foreign technology and a
new market. Facility resources cannot be ap
plied.

Summary
The total Oceanography market potential
with its related hazards offers a long term possi
bility for profitable diversification by the aero
space industry. The total potential returns out
weigh the total risks. The time scale, potential,
and hazards for the market sectors considered
show an extreme variability. A minimum risk
entry into this field requires careful planning and
control. A recommended low risk approach is to:

The risks attendant to entry into this
market are the same as for any heterogeneous
diversification. Venture capital is required
and the hazards are many.
The potential is neither great nor grow
ing. The risks are prohibitive. This is the
least attractive segment of the Oceanography
market.

1.
Initially concentrate on the "defense"
sector of the Oceanography market and acquire
supplemental technological capability and exper
ience. Profits will be adequate and the risk of
failure low. The problems of living with DOD are
a small price to pay for achieving a capability for
subsequent diversification.

Recreation - Environmental Control
The total market is large and growing.
Positive pressures result from the population
growth, increases in leisure time and the
wealth of an affluent society. Other positive
tendencies result from the need to conserve
and develop our recreational and water re
sources for the great society. Additional
pressures derive from the need to better un
derstand the sea - land - air interfaces so
that a degree of control of weather, beach
erosion and biological aberrations (red tide)
may ultimately be effected. Although the mar
ket of interest to the aerospace industry is a
small percentage of the total, the over-all
magnitude and growth trends make it attrac
tive.

2.
As capability is expanded and reputa
tion established, exploit the "scientific 11 market.
Acquisition of a solid scientific base for Oceanog
raphy is so vital to future progress that this area
should receive primary consideration for corporate
development funding. The immediate returns may
be small, but capability is being built for the future.
3.
Exploit the remaining sectors as they
develop. (This may not occur for several years.)
Transportation and environmental control show the
greatest promise for the future but mining or fish
ing may develop.
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Supplement the activity with con
4.
current promotional campaigns in the govern
ment and industry to obtain favorable legislation
and funding.
The potential exists. The aerospace
industry can easily adapt to the market in an
orderly progression without large commitments
of internal funds. Pioneering the "new frontier"
of Hydrospace can be safe, technically challeng
ing and financially rewarding.

TABLE I
AEROSPACE AREAS OF DEPTH CAPABILITY

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
SCIENTIFIC SYSTEMS

WEAPONS SYSTEMS

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

STRUCTURAL DESIGN

NAVIGATION - GUIDANCE

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

COMMUNICATIONS

RELIABILITY CONTROL

PROPULSION

ATTITUDE CONTROL

DATA PROCESSING

DETECTION

POSITION LOCATION

MICROCIRCUIT APPLICATION

ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES
BIOMEDICINE

LOGISTIC SUPPORT

SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES
ASTRO PHYSICS

METEOROLOGY

PHYSICS

HYDROGRAPHY

ORBITAL MECHANICS

BIOLOGY

GEOLOGY

MARKETING
NASA

DOD

FACILITIES
TEST FOR EXTENDED ENVIRONMENT

FABRICATION FOR EXTENDED ENVIRONMENT
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